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1. Introdu tion

Mathemati s is the logi of natural s ien es, the unique s ien e of the provable forms of
reasoning quantitatively and qualitatively.
Fun tional analysis had emerged at the jun tions of geometry, algebra and the lassi al
al ulus, while turning rather rapidly into the natural language of many traditional areas of
ontinuous mathemati s and approximate methods of analysis. Also, it has brought about the
prin ipally new te hnologies of theoreti al physi s and so ial s ien es (primarily, e onomi s
and ontrol).
Of most interest for the author are some ontiguous se tions of the onstituents of
fun tional analysis and model theory that are promising in sear h for modernization of the
theoreti al te hniques of so ializing the problems with many solutions.
The traditions of fun tional analysis were implanted in Siberia by S. L. Sobolev and L. V.
Kantorovi h.
Their thesis of the unity of fun tional analysis and applied mathemati s was, is, and should
be the branding mark of the Russian mathemati al s hool. This is the author's deep belief.
F. Ba on distinquished between pure and mixed mathemati s; see [1℄. L. Euler used
the attribute pure, whi h has been in ommon parlan e sin e then; see [2℄. S. Feferman
introdu ed the on ept of s ienti ally appli able mathemati s as that part of everyday
mathemati s whi h nds its appli ations in the other s ien es; see [3, p. 30℄. In this arti le
applied mathemati s is understood a ording to the Feferman denition.
The main areas dwelt upon below are fun tional analysis, nonstandard methods of analysis,
onvex geometry, and optimization. These are listed a ording to their signi an e. Ea h of
them remains in the sphere of the author's interests from the moment of the rst appearan e,
but the time spent and the eorts allotted have been hanging every now and then. Here
these areas are addressed in hronologi al order.
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2. Optimal Lo ation of Convex Bodies

Using the ideas of linear programming invented by L. V. Kantorovi h, it turned out
possible to distinguish some lasses of extremal problems of optimal lo ation of onvex
surfa es that ould not be treated by the lassi al methods in prin iple. The de isive step
forward was to address su h a problem by the standard approa h of programming whi h
onsists in transition to the dual problem. The latter turns out solvable by the te hnique
of mixed volumes, abstra tion of the duality ideas of H. Minkowski, and modi ation of
one onstru tion in measure theory that belongs to Yu. G. Reshetnyak [4℄. The revealed
des riptions of new lasses of inequalities over onvex surfa es in ombination with the
te hnique of surfa e area measures by A. D. Alexandrov [5℄ had led to redu ing to linear
programs the isoperimetri -type problems with however many onstraints; i.e., the problems
that fall beyond the possibility of symmetrizations. In fa t, the extensive lass was dis overed
of the problems whose solutions an be written down expli itly by translating the problems
into onvex programs in appropriate fun tion spa es. A few of these results are presented in
the survey arti le [6℄. The on eption of H - onvexity from this paper is onsidered now as
denitive in the numerous studies in generalized onvexity and sear h for s hemes of global
optimization; in parti ular, see [7℄.
The most visual and essential progress is onne ted with studying some abstra tions of
the Urysohn problem of maximizing the volume of a onvex surfa e given the integral of the
breadth of the surfa e. By the lassi al result of P. S. Urysohn [8℄ whi h was published in
the year of his death1924, this is a ball as follows from the suitable symmetry argument. In
the 1970s the fun tional-analyti al approa h was illustrated with the example of the internal
Urysohn problem: Granted the integral breadth, maximize the volume of a onvex surfa e that
lies within an a priori given onvex body, e.g., a simplex in RN . The prin ipal new obsta le
in the problem is that no symmetry argument is appli able in analogous internal or external
problems. It turned out that we may solve the problem in some generalized sensemodulo
the elebrated Alexandrov Theorem on re onstru tion of a onvex surfa e from its surfa e
area measure. For the Urysohn problem within a polyhedron the solution will be given by
the Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere with extra point loads at the outer normals to the
fa ets of the polyhedron. The internal isoperimetri problem falls beyond the general s heme
even within a tetrahedron.
Considering the ase of N = 3 in 1995, A. V. Pogorelov found in one of his last papers [9℄
the shape of the soup bubble within a tetrahedron in the same generalized sensethis
happens to be the ve tor sum of a ball and the solution of the internal Urysohn problem. In
the re ent years quite a few papers has been written about the double bubbles. These studies
are also lose to the above ideas.
3. Ordered Ve tor Spa es

Of most importan e in this area of fun tional analysis are the problems stemming from
the Kantorovi h heuristi prin iple.
In his rst paper of 1935 on the brand-new topi L. V. Kantorovi h [10℄ wrote:

In this note, I dene a new type of spa e that I all a semiordered linear spa e. The
introdu tion of su h a spa e allows us to study linear operations of one abstra t lass (those
with values in these spa es) in the same way as linear fun tionals.
It is worth noting that his denition of semiordered linear spa e ontains the axiom of
Dedekind ompleteness whi h was denoted by I6 . L. V. Kantorovi h demonstrated the role of
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K -spa es by widening the s ope of the HahnBana h Theorem. The heuristi prin iple turned
out appli able to this fundamental Dominated Extension Theorem; i.e., we may abstra t the
HahnBana h Theorem on substituting the elements of an arbitrary K -spa e for reals and
repla ing linear fun tionals with operators a ting into the spa e.
The Kantorovi h heuristi prin iple has found ompelling ju ti ations in his own resear h
as well as in the arti les by his students and followers. Attempts at formalizing the heuristi
ideas by Kantorovi h started at the initial stages of K -spa e theory and yielded the so- alled
identity preservation theorems. They asserted that if some algebrai proposition with nitely
many fun tion variables is satised by the assignment of all real values then it remains valid
after repla ement of reals with members of an arbitrary K -spa e. To explain the nature
of the Kantorovi h transfer prin iple be ame possible only after half a entury by using the
te hnique of nonstandard models of set theory.
The abstra t ideas of L. V. Kantorovi h in the area of K -spa es are tied with linear
programming and approximate methods of analysis. He wrote about the still-unrevealed
possibilities and underestimation of his theory for e onomi s and remarked:

But the omparison and orresponden e relations play an extraordinary role in e onomi s and
it was denitely lear even at the radle of K -spa es that they will nd their pla e in e onomi
analysis and yield lus ious fruits.
The problem of the s ope of the HahnBana h Theorem, tantamount to des ribing the
possible extensions of linear programming, was rather popular in the de ade past mid-1970s.
Everyone knows that linear programs lose their ee tiveness if only integer solutions are
sought. S. N. Chernikov abstra ted linear programming from the reals to some rings similar
to the rationals in [11℄. Rather topi al in the world mathemati al literature was the problem
of nding the algebrai systems that admit the full strength of the ideas of L. V. Kantorovi h.
The appropriate answer was given by des ribing the abstra t modules that allow for the tools
equivalent to the HahnBana h Theorem; see [12℄. These are K -spa es viewed as modules
over rather voluminous algebras of their orthomorphisms. This result was resonated to some
extent in the theoreti al ba kground of mathemati al e onomi s as relevant to the hypothesis
of divisible goods.
One of the rather simple parti ular ases of these results is a theorem hara terizing a
latti e homomorphism. The latter mira ulously attra ted attention of ve tor-latti e theorists
who founded new proofs and in luded the theorem in monographs as Kutateladze's Theorem;
e.g., [13, p. 114℄. Many years had elapsed before Boolean valued analysis explained that the
modules found are in fa t dense subelds of the reals in an appropriate nonstandard model
of set theory.
In this area some unexpe ted generalizations of the KrenMilman Theorem to non ompa t
sets had been found that stimulated a few arti les on the abstra tion of Choquet theory
to ve tor latti es; see [14℄. Ordered ve tor spa es have opened opportunities to advan e
appli ations of Choquet theory to several problems of modern potential theory su h as
des ribing inter onne tions of the Diri hlet problem with Bauer's geometri simpli es in
innite dimensions and introdu ing the new obje tssupremal generators of fun tion spa es
whi h are onvenient in approximation by positive operators. Note that the on eption of
supremal generation whi h bases on the omputational simpli ity of al ulating the join of
two reals had turned out lose to some ideas of idempotent analysis that emerged somewhat
later in the resear h by V. P. Maslov and his students; see [15℄.
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4. Nonsmooth Analysis and Optimization

Note the rather numerous papers on onvex analysis, one of the basi se tions of nonlinear
analysis. Convex analysis is the al ulus of linear inequalities. The on ept of onvex set does
not rea h the age of 150 years, and onvex analysis as a bran h of mathemati s exists a bit
longer than half a entury. The solution sets of simultaneous linear inequalities are the same as
onvex sets whi h an be hara terized by their gauges, support fun tions or distributions of
urvature. Fun tional analysis is impossible without onvexity sin e the existen e of a nonzero
ontinuous linear fun tional is provided if and only if the ambient spa e has nonempty proper
open onvex subsets.
Convex surfa es have rather simple ontingen ies, and onvex fun tions are dire tionally
dierentiable in the natural sense and their derivatives are nonlinear usually in quite a few
points. But these points extreme in the dire t and indire t senses are most important. Study
of the lo al behavior of possible fra tures at extreme points is the subje t of subdierential
al ulus.
The most general and omplete formulas were found for re al ulating the values and
solutions of rather general onvex extremal problems under the hanges of variables that
preserve onvexity. The key to these formulas is the new tri k of presenting an arbitrary onvex
operator as the result of an ane hange of variables in a parti ular sublinear operator, a
member of some family enumerated by ardinals. The basi results in this area were published
in [16℄. The literature uses the term Kutateladze's anoni al operator ( p. [17, pp. 123125℄ and
[18, p. 92℄). These formulas led to the Lagrange prin iple for new lasses of ve tor optimization
problems and the theory of onvex ε-programming. The problem of approximate programming
onsists in the sear hing of a point at whi h the value of a (possibly ve tor valued) fun tion
diers from the extremum by at most some positive error ve tor ε. The onstraints are
also given to within some a ura y of the order of ε. The standard dierential al ulus is
inappli able here, but the new methods of subdierential al ulus solve many problems of
the sort. These results be ame rather topi al, entered textbooks, and were redemonstrated
with referen e to the Russian priority. The literature uses the term Kutateladze's approximate
solutions (for instan e, p. [19℄). Many years later the help of innitesimal analysis made it
possible to propose the tri ks that are not onne ted with the bulky re al ulations of errors.
To this end, the error should be onsidered as an innitesimal, whi h is impossible within the
lassi al set-theoreti stan e.
Appli ations to nonsmooth analysis are onne ted primarily with inspe ting the behavior
of the ontingen ies of general rather than only onvex orresponden es. In this area there
were found some new rules for al ulating various types of tangents and one-sided dire tional
derivatives. The advan es in these areas base on using the te hnique of model theory as well.
Many extremal problems are studied in various bran hes of mathemati s, but they use
only s alar target fun tions. Multiple riteria problems have appeared rather re ently and
beyond the realm of mathemati s. This explains the essential gap between the omplexity and
e ien y of the mathemati al tools whi h divides single and multiple riteria problems. So it
stands to reason to enri h the sto k of purely mathemati al problems of ve tor optimization.
The author happened to distinguish some lass of geometri ally reasonable problems of ve tor
optimization whose solutions an be presented in a relatively lu id form of onditions for
surfa e area measures. As model examples, the Urysohn problems were onsidered with extra
targets like attening in a given dire tion, symmetry, or optimization of the volume of the
onvex hulls of several surfa es; see [20℄ and [21℄.
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5. New Models for Mathemati al Analysis

In the re ent de ades mu h resear h is done into the nonstandard methods lo ated at
the jun tions of analysis and logi . This area requires the study of some new opportunities
of modeling that open broad vistas for onsideration and solution of various theoreti al and
applied problems.
A model of a mathemati al theory is usually alled nonstandard if the membership within
the model has interpretation dierent from that of set theory. This understanding is due to
L. Henkin. The simplest example of nonstandard modeling is the lassi al tri k of presenting
reals as points of an axis.
The new methods of analysis are the adaptation of nonstandard set theoreti models to
the problems of analysis. The two te hnologies are most popular: innitesimal analysis also
known as Robinsonian nonstandard analysis and Boolean valued analysis.
Innitesimal analysis by A. Robinson appeared in 1960 and is hara terized by legitimizing
the usage of a tual innities and innitesimals whi h were forbidden for the span of about
thirty years in the mathemati s of the twentieth entury. In a sense, nonstandard analysis
implements a partial modern return to the lassi al innitesimal analysis. The re ent
publi ations in this area an be partitioned into the two groups: The one that is most
proliferous uses innitesimal analysis for killing quantiers, i.e., simplifying denitions and
proofs of the lassi al results. The other has less instan es but ontributes mu h more
to mathemati s, sear hing the opportunities unavailable to the standard methods; i.e., it
develops the te hnologies whose des ription is impossible without the new syntax based on
the predi ate of standardness. We should list here the development of the new s hemes
for repla ing the innite obje ts as parts of nite sets: nonstandard hulls, Loeb measures,
hyperapproximation, et . Part of this resear h is done in Novosibirsk. In parti ular, the
author's results on innitesimal programming [22℄ belong to the se ond group.
Boolean valued analysis is hara terized by the terms like Boolean valued universe,
des ents and as ents, y li envelopes and mixings, Boolean sets and mappings, et . The
te hnique here is mu h more ompli ated that of innitesimal analysis and just a few analysis
are a ustomed to it. The rise of this bran h of mathemati al logi was onne ted with the
famous P.-J. Cohen's results of 1961 on the independen e of the ontinuum hypothesis, whose
understanding drove D. S ott, R. Solovay, and P. Vopenka to the onstru tion of the Boolean
valued models of set theory.
D. S ott foresaw the role of Boolean valued models in mathemati s and wrote as far ba k
as in 1969 (see [23, p. 91℄):

We must ask whether there is any interest in these nonstandard models aside from the
independen e proof; that is, do they have any mathemati al interest? The answer must be
yes, but we annot yet give a really good argument.
G. Takeuti was one of the rst who pointed out the role of these models for fun tional
analysis (in Hilbert spa e) and minted the term Boolean valued analysis in [24℄. The models of
innitesimal analysis an be viewed among the simplest instan es of Boolean valued universes.
The progress of Boolean valued analysis in the re ent de ades has led to a profusion of
prin ipally new ideas and results in many areas of fun tional analysis, primary, in the theory
of Dedekind omplete ve tor latti es and the theory of von Neumann algebras as well as in
onvex analysis and the theory of ve tor measures. Most of these advan es are onne ted
with Novosibirsk and Vladikavkaz; see [25℄[27℄. It is not an exaggeration to say that Boolean
valued analysis left the realm of logi and has be ome a se tion of order analysis.
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The new possibilities reveal the ex eptional role of universally omplete ve tor latti es
extended K -spa es in the Russian literature. It was ompletely unexpe ted that ea h of them
turns out to be a legitimate model of the real axis, so serving the same fundamental role
in mathemati s as the reals. Kantorovi h spa es are indeed instan es of the models of the
reals, whi h orroborated the heuristi ideas of L. V. Kantorovi h. This remarkable result
was dis overed by E. I. Gordon [28℄.
Adaptation of nonstandard models to the problems of analysis o upies the entral pla e
in the resear h of the author and his losest olleagues. In this area we have developed
the spe ial te hnique of as ending and des ending, gave the riteria of extensional algebrai
systems, suggested the theory of y li monads, and indi ated some approa hes to ombining
innitesimal and Boolean valued models.
These ideas lie behind solutions of various problems of geometri and applied fun tional
analysis among whi h we list the drasti ally new lassi ation of the Clarke type one-sided
approximations to arbitrary sets and the orresponding rules for al ulating innitesimal
tangents, the nonstandard approa h to approximate solutions of onvex programs in the form
of innitesimal programming, the new formulas for proje ting to the prin ipal bands of the
spa e of regular operators whi h are free from the usual limitations on the order dual, et .
We an also mention the new method of studying some lasses of bounded operators by
the properties of the kernels of their strata. This method bases on applying the Kantorovi h
heuristi prin iple to the folklore fa t that a linear fun tional an be restored from ea h of its
hyperplanes to within a s alar multiplier. In 2005 this led to the des ription of the operator
annihilators of Grothendie k spa es; see [29℄. In 2010 the method made it possible to suggest
the operator forms of the lassi al Farkas Lemma in the theory of linear inequalities, so
returning to the origins of linear programming; see [30℄ and [31℄.
Of great importan e in this area are not only appli ations but also inspe tions of the
ombined methods that involve Boolean valued and innitesimal te hniques. At least the
two approa hes are viable: One onsists in studying a standard Boolean valued model within
the universes of Nelson's or Kawai's theory. Innitesimals des end there from some external
universe. The other bases on distinguishing innitesimals within Boolean valued models.
These approa hes were elaborated to some extent, but the synthesis of the tools of various
versions of nonstandard analysis still remain a rather open problem.
Adaptation of the modern ideas of model theory to fun tional analysis proje ts among
the most important dire tions of developing the syntheti methods of pure and applied
mathemati s. This approa h yields new models of numbers, spa es, and types of equations.
The ontent expands of all available theorems and algorithms. The whole methodology of
mathemati al resear h is enri hed and renewed, opening up absolutely fantasti opportunities.
We an now use a tual innities and innitesimals, transform matri es into numbers, spa es
into straight lines, and non ompa t spa es into ompa t spa es, yet having still un harted
vast territories of new knowledge.
Quite a long time had passed until the lassi al fun tional analysis o upied its present
position of the language of ontinuous mathemati s. Now the time has ome of the new
powerful te hnologies of model theory in mathemati al analysis. Not all theoreti al and
applied mathemati ians have already gained the importan e of modern tools and learned
how to use them. However, there is no ba kward tra in s ien e. The modern methods
are doomed to reside in the realm of mathemati s for ever, and they will shortly be ome
as elementary and omnipresent in al uluses and al ulations as Bana h spa es and linear
operators.
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